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The Inspire-view Series™ 2015 
Thank you for your support and interest in my inspirational video interview series 
created to give you the motivation to allow what you are passionate about to become a 
meaningful part of your life.  The women whom I’ve had the pleasure and honor of 
interviewing have all followed their passions.  Was it easy? Not for most. But they 
believe so strongly in what they do, the experiences they have had, and their gifts, that 
they pursued it.  

In 2015 I spoke with a network marketer, a few intuitives and psychics, a superb crafter 
who created a school to teach others, poets, authors, an engineer bringing her passion 
for the field to children for them to explore, a marketer and techy chic, a couple 
musicians and singers, and coaches in all areas of expertise. 

Their stories inspire me. The connections I’ve made with each and every one of them 
are priceless. I hope that you take the time to watch their interviews and take the 
opportunity to accept their gifts and offers. Also feel free to connect with them to let 
them know you saw their interview!  These are some amazing women, from all over the 
world, who have beautiful lives, stories, and dreams.  

On the following pages are the bios, contact information, and links to the offers and 
interviews of the twenty-three women who were on the series in 2015 (in order of 
interview release date).  

You can also access their interviews by clicking their pictures in the gallery on The 
Inspire-view Series 2015 page. 

  

http://www.cherriseboucher.com/#!2015/kv9lf
http://www.cherriseboucher.com/#!2015/kv9lf
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Jessica Lauren Vine (int. date: 2/24/15) is a full-time wife and 
mom who loves to build business and help others to achieve 
online income.  She's been working from home since 2008 in 
one way or another.   

Jessica finally fell in love with the networking marketing 
professional because of its ability to help people grow at all 
levels and stages. 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: "Blogger Money" Ebook AND 30 Minute Training on Branding 

www.poweredbyintuition.com/freetraining-9-mega-mistakes 

Website: www.jessicalaurenvine.com 

 

Karina Ladet (int.date: 3/10/15) is a heart-centered channel 
and she offers intuitive reading, coaching, and teaches 
amazing people how to communicate with their spirit guides 
and open up to their inner guidance both online and in live 
retreats worldwide.  

Karina's warmth and joy-filled energy come across so clearly 
and her gifts help so many overcome blocks and challenges in 
their lives in order to truly step into their highest power.   

She lives with her family in the French country-side and she 
loves spending time in nature, playing with her kids and 
hugging trees. 

 
Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Guided Meditation to Release, Ground & Create Loving Boundaries 

http://karinaladet.com/free-gift-inspire 

Website: www.karinaladet.com 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGW_0Ly8xUA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obksU9L3BdI
http://karinaladet.com/free-gift-inspire
http://www.karinaladet.com/
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Angela Artemis (int. date: 4/7/15) is a best-selling author, 
business-building mentor and intuition expert.  Her passion is 
teaching spiritual entrepreneurs to fine tune their intuition in 
order to make the right decisions so they create a life and 
business they love.  

What inspires her is helping others escape the clutches of the 9 
to 5 grind, like she did to create a successful lifestyle business 
that revolves around helping others with their gifts and talents. 

 Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: The 9 Mega Mistakes (even smart) Entrepreneurs Make that Keep Them 
Working Way Too Hard for Too Little Cash Flow 

www.poweredbyintuition.com/freetraining-9-mega-mistakes 

Website: www.poweredbyintuition.com 

Kim Primatic (int. date: 3/24/15) is a corporate-IT gal turned 
corporate trainer, motivational speaker and mentor in managing 
stress and creating more success in people's lives.  Kim's 
unique approach integrates the multiple areas of our human 
experience:  body, mind and spirit (and always includes 
humor)!  By combining time-tested tools and strategies with this 
holistic, integrated approach, Kim's clients create and sustain 
lasting, profound results faster and with more joy and ease. 

Seeking the keen yearning of parents, grandparents, teachers 
and coaches for tools and strategies to support children of all 
ages.  Kim was the "mid-wife" of the "Raising Conscious Kids" 
platform which is a global movement to provide inspiration, 
information, support and a sense of fun as we expand our 
collective consciousness and consider new ways in which we 
parent, educate and coach our next generation. 

 Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview (there was a little mess up and only Kim shows 
up on the video! But she’s awesome.)  

Gift: Complimentary Raising Conscious Kids Membership including RCK Goodie 
Bag 

Website: www.raisingconsciouskids.com 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlm8dlPjXYQ
https://youtu.be/HFYvZl3Kl4w
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Intuitive Karen Hager (int. date 4/21/15) works privately with 
clients from all over the world to provide compassionate, no-
nonsense Spirit-led guidance for people in transition. Karen 
also leads intuitive development classes and teaches on topics 
that empower people to listen to their own inner guidance.  

She’s the creator of the Breathe, Love, Live healing method of 
identifying and releasing energetic blocks. As creator and host  

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: The Sacred Space Toolkit 

www.karenhager.com/sacredspace 

Website: www.karenhager.com 

The Sacred Space Toolkit 

Sacred Space Teaching audio (10 min): Gain practical tips for stepping into your 
power as an intentional creator of sacred space, and learn the 3 Keys that keep your 
space protected and clear. 
 
Sacred Space Prayer audio (10 min): I've recorded five prayers that I use in my own 
practice for personal protection and dedication; clearing negative energy; creating 
sacred space in a physical location; creating sacred space around a relationship; and 
creating sacred space for abundance and prosperity.  
 
Sacred Space Prayer ebook (pdf): Here's a handy way to have those powerful prayers 
at your fingertips as you set about creating sacred space in your home or office, in a 
relationship, or to heal and activate your abundance.  

 

of the popular radio show “Out of the Fog,” Karen was awarded a Conscious 
Evolutionaries Co-Creation Award for Media, presented by Barbara Marx Hubbard. You 
can find out more about Karen and her work at http://karenhager.com. 

Karen is offering this AMAZING Sacred Space Toolkit for you!  She admits she had 
such a great time creating this free offer that what was originally going to be one 
awesome recording turned into a whole kit! LOVE IT! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0EC5D-byOs
http://www.karenhager.com/sacredspace
http://www.karenhager.com/
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Valerie Greene (int. date: 5/5/15) is a unique relationship 
mentor who helps couples stop fighting and fall in love again.  A 
highly successful alternative to relationship therapy, Valerie 
helps couples create a secure emotional CONNECTION; not 
just problem solving or communication skills. When couples 
feel like teammates again, win/win solutions are easy to create, 
and the right decisions for each person/couple become 
obvious.  She guides couples in creating an inspiring 
vision/purpose for their relationship, nurturing love and 
intimacy, and using relationship as a vehicle for personal and 
spiritual growth. 

Valerie has been coaching for over 10 years and has lead 
workshops, retreats, and creates educational videos for 

 

 
Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Free Video Training "3 Steps to Stop Fighting and Start Connecting" and 
MORE! 

Website: www.coachvaleriegreene.com 

Gina Louise Fresquez, (int. date: 5/19/15) the founder of 
GinaWellness and Gina Louise Coaching, is a Stress Less 
Mentor, Freedom Creator, and Transformational Life & Clarity 
Coach as well as a Desire Map Facilitator. 

After working hard in a corporate sales career, Gina completely 
burnt herself out, but after much exploration, growth and 
discovery she rose from the ashes by tuning into her desires 
and making her life and health a priority. From there, she 
successfully built her coaching practice alongside working a 
demanding full time job all while maintaining her sanity. Now, 
Gina is on a mission to help women entrepreneurs do the same 
by overcoming overwhelm and finding the clarity they need to 
build their business and balance their life with less stress and 
more ease, finally achieving the freedom they desire. 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: "Gina's Guide to Nailing Priorities, Blasting Through the To-Do's & Organizing 
with Ease"  www.gina-louise.com  

AND a complimentary Quick Clarity Coaching Session http://bit.ly/1zEzX6a  

Website: www.gina-louise.com 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fl8MPBolBpg
http://www.coachvaleriegreene.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IoqAN8G9Y0
http://bit.ly/1zEzX6a
http://www.gina-louise.com/
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“The two most important days in your life are the day you are 

born and the day you find out why.” ~ Mark Twain 

  

 
  

  

Anne Lawrence (int. date: 6/2/15) is a tug whisperer, writer 
and public speaker.  In 2012 Anne and her husband, Kevin, 
followed their tug by leaving their familiar, middle-class 
suburban lifestyle in Canada and stressful careers to reinvent 
themselves.  They took a leap of faith and bought a 35-
acre property nestled in a paradise setting in the remote 
mountains of Costa Rica. Through years of diverse life 
experiences, blogging, media contribution, and her book 
"Following my tug... all the way to Costa Rica!" Anne shares 
soulful insights to guide and inspire clients and social media 
fans to follow their own tug. As the go-to crackerjack for clients 
who are on the cusp of transition, Anne listens 
compassionately, intuitively asks the right questions and cuts 
through the mire with the goal of bridging the gap between that 
dissatisfied feeling in their gut and the life they truly yearn to be 
living. 

When Anne is not busy providing online mentoring, she is out 
there inspiring audiences or writing her second book "Following 
my tug... in hindsight".  

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Free Ebook "Following My Tug...All the Way to Costa Rica!" 

http://www.clearlyanne.com/opt-in-landing-page-for-cherrise-boucher-gift.html 

Website: www.clearlyanne.com  

I highly recommend this book! It’s like reading letters from a pen pal (for those of us 
who remember what that is!) It’s a terrific journey of all the ins and outs of moving from 
one country to another. And to add to that, different languages and customs are 
involved. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZ9L_s-7LWQ
http://www.clearlyanne.com/opt-in-landing-page-for-cherrise-boucher-gift.html
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Julie Lynn (int. date 6/16/15) is a world renowned psychic and 
speaker.  She is a powerhouse metaphysician, spiritual 
empowerment mentor, Reiki advanced practitioner, shamanic 
practitioner and realm reader. Julie's mission is to serve God 
and all mankind by being strong and courageous in the face of 
adversity and by being passionate about her beliefs.  she 
recognizes the value in nurturing the playfulness of spirit as she 
inspires others to see the beauty in all things and to realize 
their full potential.   

Julie specializes in guiding others to loving themselves through 
spirit. 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Free Healing Hearts Session 

Contact Julie Lynn at this link: www.pathwaystopeacehealing.com 

Website: http://www.pathwaystopeacehealing.com 

 

JJ Carolan (int. date: 6/30/15) gives you permission to do life 
and business your way! She partners with brand new coaches 
to help them discover their coaching brilliance, explore niches, 
and get clarity and confidence in their coaching skills. 

Together we design mini-experiments! 

 

 Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Three worksheets for discovering your business passion! 

http://www.jjcarolan.com/inspireview.html 

Website: www.jjcarolan.com 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4I5xq7UaSLw
http://www.pathwaystopeacehealing.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWRt7uYVJPg
http://www.jjcarolan.com/inspireview.html
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“There is no passion in playing small – in settling for a life that 

is less than the one you are capable of living.”  

~ Nelson Mandela 

 
  

Tori Hartman is a world-renowned psychic, author, and 
spiritual teacher. Born and raised in the free-thinking 
atmosphere of New York’s Greenwich Village in the 1960s, Tori 
has been aware of her psychic abilities since the age of eight. 
After a near-death experience about 25 years ago, Tori began 
having a series of encounters with angels that revealed the 
profound fables that were to become the basis for her #1 best-
selling Chakra Wisdom Oracle Cards and Toolkit. 

Tori is the only American psychic ever interviewed by the New 
York Times and the Los Angeles Business Journal. She has 
helped celebrities such as Jeff Lewis in launching his hit TV 
show, Flipping Out, on Bravo Networks USA. She has also 
been nominated as this year’s Personality of the Year by 
Kindred Spirit Magazine and has been invited to make an 
appearance at Barnes and Noble at The Grove in Los Angeles, 
a location mainly reserved for celebrity authors. 

Her latest offering is Life Purpose Divination, a system 
designed to shut down your brain to allow you to learn to live 
with complete trust in your intuition. 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Finding Happiness Meditation   

Website: www.torihartman.com 

I have a PDF transcript of a bonus interview I had with Tori. That is available as a 
separate download on The Inspire-view Series™ 2015 page of my website. 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6o7FXILj9NU
http://www.torihartman.com/
http://www.cherriseboucher.com/#!2015/kv9lf
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Andrea Collins-Roe (int. date: 7/14/15) is the founder and co-
editor for an online literary magazine, Ash & Bones 
(http://ashandbones.com/), of which she shares ownership with 
her long-time friend and fellow artist, Katie Kuss Shivler. 
Andrea’s blog, “Tough Girl,” includes diverse topics and writing 
styles, such as installments of her memoir, poetry, essays on 
the topic of poetry writing, and portions of her thesis, which 
captures research for her capstone project “Designing and 
Conducting Writer’s Workshops to Awaken Social 
Consciousness.”      

 

 

She has written poetry, essays, and short stories since early childhood.  

Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in publications, such as Plath Profiles, The 
Rumpus, The Turnip Truck(s), Apeiron Review, Matter, Off the Rocks, Beach Unleash, 
Heart & Sole, and Bridge Eight.     

Endeavoring to provoke equality and compassion for all sentient beings, Andrea is an 
avid volunteer and advocate for animal rights and rescue. As a loyal servant of 
creative writing, people, and the natural world, her primary urge is to write witness 
poetry, writing that speaks to much of what she cannot change, poetry that is capable 
of changing her, and hopefully, a few of her 
readers.                                                                                                                              

Andrea is a graduate of Antioch University Midwest where she earned her 
Individualized Master of Arts in creative writing. She completed her BA in English with 
a concentration in creative writing from Wittenberg University. 

 Living in Jacksonville, FL with her wife, newborn son, a pack of rescue dogs and feral 
cats, she supports Pit Sisters as a volunteer,Warrior Writers and Left on Mallory, as an 
instructor and facilitator,  Women Writing for (a) Change, Jacksonville, as a circle 
member and volunteer, and The Shanty Boat as a student. She continues to develop 
her portfolio, facilitate her workshops, and cultivate meaningful relationships within her 
community, to include the online community. 

 

 
Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Downloadable Guide "The 15 Sentence Portrait" by Wendy Bishop  (Grab this on 
the webpage) 

Website: www.ashandbones.com 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9yotQLJAWQ
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Alex McCaffrey (int.date: 7/28/15) has a passion for problem 
solving. She attended the University of Pittsburgh to complete 
her Industrial Engineering degree and has been solving 
problems ever since. 

She is passionate about industries that affect our future and 
has created Growin'GEERS to address issue of the decreased 
interest in science, technology, engineering, and math that we 
are seeing in our youth. 

Growin'GEERS is focused on introducing engineering 
concepts on an elementary level, specifically 2nd-5th grade, 
and she is focused on introducing engineering concepts 
through the story of Flynn, to make sure students can see how 
these concepts can apply to real world problems. 

She is in the early stages of her journey, but her passion for 
engineering and education keep her energized and focused on 
reaching as many students as possible. 

Interesting note:  GEERS stands for "Getting Early Engineers 
Ready for Success"!  LOVE it! 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Offer: Join her newsletter!  

Website: www.GrowinGeers.com 

 

 
Tobi Camilli (int. date: 8/25/15) is a retired microbiologist 
turned writer, entrepreneur.  She is the creator of Color Your 
Dream, a personalized Law of Attraction and mindset e-course 
that uses color to make manifesting fun and easy. 

She currently lives in Boston, MA with her five cats but is on her 
way to a new adventure! She is an avid movie fan and loves to 
cook. 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: How to Start Living a Dream Created Life Today - a free guide 

www.DreamCreatedLife.com/freebies 

Website: www.dreamcreatedlife.com 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnM-DiFs450
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PzXv_SqRD8M
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Kate Chadbourne (int. date: 9/8/15) is a singer, musician, 
storyteller, and poet.  She holds a Ph.D. in Celtic Languages 
and Literatures from Harvard where she teaches courses in 
Irish language and folklore – but the heart of her understanding 
of Irish folk tradition comes from encounters with singers, 
storytellers, and great talkers in Ireland.  

 

 

 

Kate performs her signature blend of stories, songs, poems, and festivity all over New 
England.  She has been a featured “tradition bearer” in the Revels Salon series and in 
the Gaelic Roots Concert Series at Boston College, and her music has been featured 
on NPR’s programs, “Cartalk” and “All Songs Considered.”  She has published two 
collections of poetry:  The Harp-Boat, about her father, a Maine lobsterman, winner of 
the Kulupi Press Sense of Place Chapbook Contest, and Brigit’s Woven World & other 
poems of Ireland.   

She also teaches in The Bardic Academy, her school for great-hearted people who 
want to create more freedom, joy, and enchantment through a combination of arts 
instruction and natural magic.  More than anything, Kate yearns to live in a warm, 
imaginative, enchanting world, and she thinks the best way to do that is to sing, laugh, 
and revel with YOU! 

Learn more about joining the Bardic Academy and find out about CD’s, books, and 
upcoming performances at www.katechadbourne.com. 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Fun and Delicious Ways to LEAP FREE of Creative Blockades.  

A powerful unsticking spell in the form of an e-book that includes a quiz, half a 
dozen "games", an oracle, and a song from my heart to yours. 

www.KateChadbourne.com 

Website: www.KateChadbourne.com 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncuERPyf6iY
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Heather Borkowski (int.date: 9/22/15) loves to create pictures 
with words, paint on a canvas of soil, and cook food that tastes 
good and looks beautiful.  

She's nourished by the ocean, northern climes, long walks in 
the woods, winters by the wood stove, and helping things grow 
(both people and plants!).  She has also spent nearly decade of 
seasons on small sustainable farms, apprenticed with multiple 
herbalists, and taught everywhere from the decks of a schooner  

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Girasole Joy:  Sensory Explorations with the Fire Element 

www.heatherborkowski.com/resources/ 

Website: www.heatherborkowski.com 

 

 

 
Joanna Hennon (int. date: 10/6/15) helps her clients to create 
their life and business proactively and with intention, by tapping 
into spiritual guidance, choosing the beliefs they want to live by, 
and taking soul-inspired action towards their dreams. 

She has a unique combination of over 15 years of professional 
experience in marketing and communication, plus the ability to 
connect with soul energy and channel Spirit Guides. Combining 
the two means that she can help her clients to discover and 
accept what their work in the world is, to map out the steps they 
need to take on their journey, and crush any blocks or 
resistance that stand in the way. 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: 10 Step Course for connecting with your intuition. Includes intuitive art 
exercises and more! 

www.createyourworld.me/connect-with-your-intuition 

Website: www.createyourworld.com 

 

 

to a sugar shack under a full moon.  She is always open to explore new places whether it's 
down the street or across the sea. 

Founder of North Star Nomad, she is passionate about creating sensory experiences that 
reconnect people with their bodies and the world around them, while bringing more joy, 
grounding, and wonder into their lives.  She offers coaching and mentoring opportunities for 
growth that are supported by the plants, the seasons, and the places one longs to wander. 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGrvuyRwEYI
http://www.heatherborkowski.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWV2RVHcaqY
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Christine Schnell (int. date: 10/20/15) is passionate about 
empowering her clients to follow their dreams to build a 
successful business doing what they love.  

She takes a holistic approach to business - not only will she 
help her clients clarify their core message and uncover their 
ideal clients, she will help to bridge the gap between Marketing 
and Technology, giving them the tools that make running a 
business fun (and way less scary!) 

          
         

         

 

 

 

She helps her clients define their business, and implement strategies to make them and 
their biz a success. She is passionate about helping people reach their potential. She 
can translate all that scary tech mumbo jumbo into something anyone can understand 
with ease. 

She LOVES seeing that spark when someone realizes they can actually do something 
themselves, whether it’s maintaining a website, creating kick ass content or streamlining 
their social media. She wants her clients to have confidence in what they can do. 

On a personal note, yoga and meditation keep her sane. She can’t wait to get a dog. She 
has a German approach to punctuality, adores flip flops and chocolate is her Mecca. 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: An Ultimate Guide to Create a Sales Page That Works! 

http://velocitymarketing.ie/ultimate-guide-to-create-a-kick-ass-sales-page 

Website: www.velocitymarketing.ie 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GmHxSsKQMrA
http://velocitymarketing.ie/ultimate-guide-to-create-a-kick-ass-sales-page
http://www.velocitymarketing.ie/
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“Just don’t give up trying to do what you really want to do.  

Where there’s love and inspiration, I don’t think you can go 

wrong.”   ~ Ella Fitzgerald  

Emma Gordon (int. date: 11/3/15) is a silver clay artist with a 
passion for teaching her craft. 

After leaving a corporate life, she set up her own successful 
business selling silver clay jewelry and offering classes in her 
home studio. After 7 years she decided to move forward and 
broaden her reach by offering an online, progressive and 
creative silver clay course to people all around the world.  

She is a mum of 2 young children, wife to a fabulous and 
supportive husband and owner of 3 businesses. She lives in 
Fife, Scotland 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: Free project for your first dabble with Silver Clay – Make the easiest Silver 
Clay Earrings ever! 

www.silverclayschool.com 

Website: www.silverclayschool.com 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWn2qM35ysQ
http://www.silverclayschool.com/
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“I would rather die of passion than of boredom.” 

~ Vincent van Gogh 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gabrielle Bergan (int. date: 11/17/15) is an author and 
speaker who is originally from Australia but now lives in 
Norway.  

Her first book, Return to My Soul: A True Story, published in 
2014, tells of a powerful spiritual journey that she embarked 
upon when her marriage broke down in 1999. Her experience 
has changed her. 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: A complimentary 50 minute spiritual mentoring session 

Email: info@gabriellebergan.com and mention The Inspire-view Series™! 

Website: www.gabriellegergan.com 

Link to her book: “Return to My Soul; A True Story” 

 

 

 

She has decided to devote the rest of her life to sharing her story and all that she’s 
learnt in the hope that it will inspire and help others. 

In her previous life, she was a general nurse and she has a diploma in psychiatric 
nursing, and a master’s degree in health promotion. She also worked as a researcher 
and lecturer at Bergen University and Bergen University College.    

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9RMvkOMPMfE
https://www.amazon.com/Return-My-Soul-True-Story-ebook/dp/B00PKILS5S?ie=UTF8&keywords=gabrielle%20bergan&qid=1447726125&ref_=sr_1_1&sr=8-1
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Jessica North–O’Connell  (int. date: 11/30/15) is the mother 
of five extraordinary children, two of whom have passed 
beyond. She is a writer, publisher, teacher, metaphysician, 
performer, Aromatherapist, former restaurateur & bookstore 
owner, and a life enhancement coach. 

From an early age, Jessica was deeply interested in helping 
others. Now her passion is inspiring others to dive into and 
explore their Story through meaningful encounters with their 
own Deep Selves. 

 

 

 

Realizing that she has been required to reinvent, rediscover and rebirth herself 
frequently throughout her life, Jessica has come to accept that it’s okay not to be 
confined to a single path.  

Jessica also has an honorary doctorate in religious studies that she received in 
recognition of her work in media. 

She is a co-founding Priestess of the 22-year old 13th House Mystery School, 
(Victoria, B.C) and is currently writing programs and teaching courses about 
Aromatherapy, Belly dance and self-discovery through the Divine Feminine (Goddess) 
Archetypes and Myths. 

Jessica's motto is “The purpose of my life is to inspire you in yours." 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift:  A free e-Book: Goddess: To Know HerSelf, Portraits of the Divine Feminine 

http://www.greatgoddessalive.com/museletter/ 

Website: www.greatgoddessalive.com 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Rit7G2Azt8
http://www.greatgoddessalive.com/museletter/
http://www.greatgoddessalive.com/
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“The one thing that you have that nobody else has is you. Your 

voice, your mind, your story, your vision. So write and draw 

and build and play and dance and live as only you can.”  

       ~ Neil Gaiman 

         

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Rosa Latva (int. date: 12/15/15) is a woman who nurtures her 
passion and creative talents in Finland! 

She is a singer, multi-artist and performer working with multiple 
mediums of art. 

From the age of sixteen she has dedicated her life to music, 
songwriting and art. She has published three albums, from 
which the latest, "Uni" (2015) is a short album which she fully 
produced herself. 

She is known for using genres and mediums in a unique style. 
A powerful performer and vocalist she has explored the 
essence of free expression with her body as the instrument. 

Besides music Rosa works also as a dancer, actress and a 
visual artist. 

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: A free download of a live recording: https://soundcloud.com/rosa-
johanna/sets/fromtheshelf 

AND her latest recording "Uni" available to listen and purchase here: 
www.rosalatva.bandcamp.com 

Website: http://www.rosalatva.com 

Rosa is extremely talented and her music is beautiful and unique. You MUST listen! 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNIsOOkdHXE
https://soundcloud.com/rosa-johanna/sets/fromtheshelf
https://soundcloud.com/rosa-johanna/sets/fromtheshelf
http://www.rosalatva.bandcamp.com/
http://www.rosalatva.com/
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Jana Dancyncloud (int. date: 12/29/15) holds a B.A. in 
Spanish Language, an M.F.A. in Dance and is a Certified 
Massage Therapist, Reiki Master, and a 4th generation Intuitive 
Healer and Reader.  

Originally from the Caribbean of Spanish, African and Arawak 
Indian descent, Jana was born into a 
household of singers, dancers, doulas, 
and clairvoyant/medium "curanderas" (curanderas-Hispanic 
female healers rooted in Folk Medicine).  

From birth she was exposed to the powerful energies of three 
generations of women healers.  Since age four Jana has been 
expressing her intuitive talents and at five she began learning 
the art of healing.  

Until each of their passing, Jana spent a lifetime working 
alongside these special women and still today continues to feel 
their presence, influence, work and guidance from beyond the 
divide.  

 

 

 

Link to The Inspire-view Series™ Interview   

Gift: FOR THE FIRST FIVE PEOPLE! 

Get a free one question reading when you contact Jana on Facebook and mention 
The Inspire-view Series™.  

www.facebook.com/jana.dancyncloud 

Jana has great offers for her readings and healings. 

Website: http://dancyncloud.wix.com/dcloud 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUe20pFxSKk
http://dancyncloud.wix.com/dcloud
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